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Abstract

Restricted flows of soliton hierarchies associated to the
energy dependent Schrödinger spectral problem are determined
ezplicitely. A remarkable connection with separable potentials is
used for proving complete integrability of the restricted flows. A
previously unknown lagrangian and hamiltonian formulation of the
Neumann system is found. Whole families of generalizations of the
Neumann and Gamier systems are given.
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(.Introduction
In the previous papers [1.2] ve have Introduced a general

method of constructing finite dimensional integrable systems
related to a given bihamiltonian hierarchy of soliton
equations. This paper presents the results of systematic
application of this method to the hierarchies of coupled KdV
(cKdV) equations and coupled Harry-Dym(cHD) equations. The
results show a surprising fact that the theory of stationary
flows of the Schrödinger spectral problem is closely connected
vith the classical separability theory of the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation.

The main limitation in the construction of integrable
finite dimensional systems given in [1,2] is the problem ox
explicit solvability of the condition Kr-Ba*(Hll) (see (2.12b)

here) which restricts flows of the soliton hierarchy to an
invariant finite dimensional manifold. Ve address this question
here and present a general solution for Ko and K, flows. Ve

would like to stress that many of these finite dimensional
systems are physically interesting because they describe free
natural hamiltonian systems or Newton potential equations
constrained to some surface. The natural hamiltonian systems
which arise here are identified vith some previously known
separable potentials. The constrained Newton equations are
natural generalizations of the Neumann and Gamier systems.

In order to show how our construction of restricted flows
works in concrete cases we discuss first some "tew component"
cKdV and cHD cases and then derive general formulas for the
whole families of cKdV and cHD equations. All dynamical systems
derived in this paper are expected to be completely integrable.
Ve prove this for some families but not for all as yet.
Vith the multiple forms of the same dynamical system, which
naturally arise from our construction, there are connected
finite dimensional multihamiltonian structures [2] which ve do
not discuss in this paper except the Neumann system. For the
Neumann system we find here a previously unknown lagrangian
description which simultaneously contains information that the
system is constrained to a sphere. From this lagrangian ve
derive a new ham 1 toman formulation which in an extended phase



space implies the noser [3] hamiltonian formulation of the
Neumann system.

Ve start in Sec.2 with multihamiltonian formulation of the cKdV
and cHD hierarchies. Then the square eigenfunction relations
are introduced and the restricted flovs are defined. The
problem of solvability of the restriction (2.12b) is discussed.
In Sec. 3 ve study restricted flovs of the cKdV hierarchy. First
for the KdV.DDV and Ito hierarchies (Sec. 3.1) and then in the
whole generality for Ko and K, restricted flovs in Sec. 3.2. The

Sec. 4 about cHD restricted flovs follows the same pattern as
Sec. 3. It starts with the few component cases N-1.2 and then
gives general solutions for the Ko and K, restricted flows. In

Appendices ve give complete characterization of the Neumann
family of separable potentials and discuss nev lagrangian and
hamiltonian formulation of the Neumann system.

2.Restricted flows of the energy dependent
Schrodinger spectral problem.

2. (.Energy dependent Schrodinger spectral problem:
formulation and notation

Let us consider the spectral problem [4]
i I

L<u.A)» - {(2 CiA^a2 • ( 2 Hi*1»* = W * ) * 2 • «)• (2 1)
i=0 1=0

where d»d/dx. t̂  are constants and u^ are functions of x. It is
usually celled the energy dependent Schrodinger spectral
problem since the potential u depends on the spectral parameter
A. Compatibility of (2.1) with the time evolution equations

•t = (|p(y.A)3 • Q(u.A))4

tor the wave function + gives rise to Q»-^, and
I

(ud+au))P = ( ^ J iA i>p = JP (2 2)
i-0



vhere Ji-^tia
3+|(uid+dui) and the subscripts t and x mean

derivatives. If one assumes P-F+P^A*.. +P()AB then (2.2)

leads (at powers A* A**') to m recursion equations:

(2.3)

for the * unknowns Po P^, (Pr-0 for r—1,-2.... in (2.3)).

At the remaining powers A0 A1 one gets N+l evolution

equations:

/uo\

VVt,

/o . . . . o J0 \

0 Jo J*-l
J }

(2.4)

KJu) denotes here the vectorfield of the t, flow. As has been

shown in [4] recursion equations (2.3) can be solved starting
with PgCkerMg) iff Cg-O. T in (2.4) remains underdetermined by

(2.3) and have to be choosen consistently with the structure of
equations (2.4). Ibus (2.4) splits into two cases:

1.Coupled KdY case when Uj-const (set Uj—1). The last equation
(2.4) complements equations (2.3) to determine F-Pa. The

remaining equations (2.4) take then the N+l hamiltonian form

(25)

(26)



are matrix hamiltonian operators. P(k)"(Pk-M. .?),)* and tor
any n the Pa can ba determined through the solution of the

formal series equation

which is equivalent to the recursion (2.3) tor arbitrary k.

2.Coupled Harrv-Dvm case when Uy*const and F is unconstrained.

The choice F=0 implies u(,=-a
2=con3tant. The remaining equations

(2.4) give rise to

^ 1 )=...» BoPt"*»-1) (2.8)

(here J o ^ g ^ - ^ d ) vhich again have (N+l)-ha»iltonian for»

vith the same Bj, as in (2.6) and Pn determined as solutions of

(27).

In both cases wo solve the same recursion equation (2.7)
2

which starts vith CKJJPQ and gives P0=^(c/Uj,).

-?H-lp<ta+i«!H<pOx2/po)l to tne ^ M B
choice c=-4 gives P0>2. P^Ug., In the cHD case Ug»const
and ve start with P0=l/N/ujr It has been proved in [4). for cKdV

and cHD cases, that the vectors P(k). )c=0.1... are variational
derivatives of a sequence of corresponding hamiltonian
densities.

2 2 Square eigenfunction relations (SER)

Let •.f be any tvo wave functions satisfying the linear

equations (2.1)

(^({(X)^ • u)*, (^({(Xjd2 + u)y (2.9)

for the same value of the spectral parameter A. The function $y

satisfies the square eigenfunction relation



• |(ua*au>)(*f)-o (2io)

which can be written in N equivalent ways

*-0 M-l (2.11)
using the hamiltonian operators Bn. The m-th rov in (2.11) is
equivalent to (2.10) while the equalities in the regaining rows
are satisfied identically.
Any two wave functions satisfying (2.9) are connected by the
Vronskian relation +xy-yx+«con3t which is an integral of

aotion of (2.9) Independently of the form of the potential u.
Thus •xf-f)(* is a generator of symmetry of (2.9). In order to

get rid of this symmetry we shall be interested in future only
in the admissible reduction +>y.

2.3.Restricted M o w s
Restricted flows of the energy dependent Schrödinger

linear problem (2.1) has been defined in [2] as the following
set of n+N equations for n+N unknown functions • ] , , %

I
«(Ak>^xx • < 2 AkS>*k " °- k-1 n (212a)

i-0

Kr[ul - B.[u)*(Hi). r.m- fixed (2.12b)

where •(,,)«( ( v A » (YA*-1*"*))1. (*AJf ) - * A V - | V^iTi for

A»diag(A, A^). In equations (2.12a) there are only H
independent fields \ since Uj»-1 for cKdV and u0»-a

2«const for
cHD equations. It we know explicit solutions u(+) to equations

(2.12b) (at least for some r and m) then (2.12a) becomes an
autonomous second order system of differential equations for
•), Ve are interested in the final fora of these equations
since they often have the form of Newton equations with a
potential force. These potentials are later identified with
families of potentials which are separable (in the sense of
Hamilton-Jacobi equation) in generalized elliptic and spherical
conical coordinates.

Equations (2.12) give rise to a large variety of
restricted flows which are defined by



(a) specification or N and e(A)
(b) choice of K, and B,

The resulting flows depend on n parameters A, Aft vhich are
assumed to be nonzero and all different. The choise of tr and
B. is limited by the requirement that (2.12b) can be
explicitely solved for u in teras of f For fixed Ir different
B, lead, due to the SER (2.11) to different but equivalent
foras of the restricted flows. Existence of equivalent
formulations is a source of blbamiltonian structure for some of
the restricted flows.

The KdV hierarchy corresponds to N-i. c-*0»l. B0»a.
B1-^d

3*u0d*|u0K and for p-0.1.2 restrictions (2.12b) are given

by
1*) (213a)

*->•> (2.13b)

•> <2 13c>

The equation (2.13a) with Bo gives the well known [3] Neumann
system while (2.13a) with B, provides a different and

lagrangian (J) formulation tor the Neumann system which hasn't
been known before. This lagrangian leads to a hamiltonian form
of the Neumann system through the Diicr. theory of constraints.
The equation (2.13b) with Bo leads to the Gamier system while
the Bt hamiltonian structure endows the Gamier system with a
bihamiltonian formulation [1]. The equation (2.13c) is not
explicitely solvable for u and its consequences are not studied
in this paper.
In the following sections we shall find general solutions to
(2.12b) for the Ko and K, flows of the cKdV and cHD hierarchies

and shall determine the corresponding finite dimensional
systems. They are identified with the known families of
integrable potentials.

3Coupled KdV hierarchy
Coupled KdV hierarchies start with K0=0 and Kt=u, After some

examples we give explicit description of their finite-
dimensional restrictions for arbitrary number of fields Uj,.



3. (.Examples
K>1. f l . O-th flow raatrlctlon: tha Neumann system
Since B0»d. Bj-^+Uga*^,, the firat form of the restriction

(2.13a): 0-B0(*H<++) n » " 8 <*)-c0 for +-(*, •„>* and the
flow (2.12a) is restricted to a sphere (44)-c0>0. The
elimination of the "Lagrange Multiplier" u0 from the linear
problei aquation O ^ ^ + C U Q - A ) * yields the Neumann system [3]

o-fXJt • co-> (•„•*+•*•)• "*• - <*>"
co <3 A>

The second fora of the restriction (2.13a): OB, (•A"1*)

A~1+) can also be solved for Uj

Substitution of (3.2) to (3.1) gives the second fora of the
Neuman system

"'*— wri~A~lf_) (•A"'̂ -)2+do
...-i..-a • Al» (33)

which is a lagranglan systea with the lagrangian

Hie connection between the Neumann systea and the KdV equation
vas first noticed In [6]. A aore thorough discussion of the
Neumann systea is shifted to the appendix 2.

1-st flow restriction: the Gamier systea
lite restriction uOl-Bo(T^)-a(0) yields uo-(^)*co and the

equation (2.12a) gives

which is the Gamier systea. The 2-nd restriction

Uox-BittrW^+Uja+jjUtaMtT) provides a second lagrangian

formulation for the Gamier systea and leads to its
bihamiltonian formulation [1). The connection betveen the
Gamier system and the KdV equation was first noticed in [6].



0-th flow restriction: DV¥ and Ito

generalisations of the Nevaann systen
For M-2 equations (2.12a) read

[ (eo*Ae, j*
2*»»,,* U,A- A*J*-0 (3. 5)

since t(A)-co*Ac,. Equations of the H-2 hierarchy have 3

compatible haailtonian structures

v(5 •?).»,-p 4) • *G.?)
where Jo"4*o°3+Uod4uo«- ^i"**!*3**!**»0!»' Ja""* *** tne

restrictions (2.12b) on the Ko flow reads

•me first restriction K0-B0*(0) gives O-(H),,. O-jCj (*),„*

have solutions u,-^

After substitution of u, the restricted flow (3.5)

takes the t o n

f 8 (36)
If e-l (3.6) reads

of

with •v-^<*M^4
ci<^>~s<^)- Mo-I^<vA>-<^p>l-

Equations (3. ?) describe the notion of a unit lass in the
quartic potential V0(t) which is constrained to the sphere
(tf)»c0. fe shall call it the DW-Neuaann system since the case
C"».,-l selects the dispersive water waves (DYV) equations in

the 3 d Y family of hierarchies [4].
For t-A equation (3.6) gives

° <3 e>
with V - ^ - i ^ ^ (f,»,)-^- 1-^)} and Yo as in (3.7)

It doesn't have so direct physical Interpretation as the DW-
Neunnn syste».
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Hove ver. using another t o n of the restriction, i.e. *0
-Bi*(-t)'

ve end (for c-A) with u^-d^fA"»»)-8. (*)-d0. It leads to the

finite-dimensional system

with Vr4(4A*)-dj(*A-»*)-
1. U j - ^ K ^ ) - ^ - ^ — ) J . Equations

(3.9) describe the motion of a unit mass in the rational
potential Yt which is constrained to the sphere (H)"d0 Ve
shall call it the Ito-Neumann system since c*A correspond to

the Ito equation in the cKdY family [4|.
From the very construction it follows that (3.8) and (3.9) are
equivalent. Explicitly this equivalence is given by the proper
alignment of constants co,c,,do,dj:

^ h ) ) . c7<*Av)»cl£fof ••o uo
following from the form of Ug.Uj. The remaining restrictions

lead to yet another forms of (3.5), being instrumental for
their multllagrangian and multlhamlltonlan formulation.

3.2 General solution Tor cKdV hierarchy
To find the general solution of the equation (2.12b) we
substitute it with equivalent formal series equations. This
approach was introduced in [2], where the case of Xt-flow was
studied in full detail. Using the Kj-flov equation as an

example we briefly describe the method.
The formal series equations

v£ - -J"*" , uj - J*** (3.10a,b)

where
u" • z*ujj*E1'1Ji1'2J}

2 *kfk • *ii - *"t*t"2Vt"3Aj* (3.11a)

and
U* -
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•*- 2 ^ . Xj-A-^iA^Af*... (3.lib)

J* - ̂

are equivalent to
««-Bo*(O) • «x-B»*(-!I) (3.12a.b)

in the sense that they imply the same conditions on u0....,uB_l as

(3.12a.b). The advantage of using (3.10) is that they can be

solved explicitely

u" - (i*|*T2[c%^C(z)(»;)2-|t(z)(l+J*')»;il] (3 13a)

u* = (l-5*+)-2[c**^c<z)<**)2+^(2)(i-J*+)^l (3 13b)

where

c"

and ujj u^ or uj. ,uj_j are given aa the first N+l (or N)

terms in the series (3.13a.b) respectively. The cKdV reduction

Ug=-1 is compatible with (3.13a) when cjj»-1

The general solution oi the equation (2.12b) vith arbitrary
m can be built from (3.13) since B. has the block structure and

the equation

consists of tvo separate subsystems for u^j u, and
UQ u^t vhich are of the form (3.12a) and (3.12b)
respectively. Thus the solution (u0 Ug.,) of (3.15) can be

expressed in terms of (3.13a.b) as

Now ve can vrite the general form of the system (2.12)
corresponding to a fixed hamiltonian structure BM in (2.12b).

First ve divide (2.12a) by A* to get

7 7 . +uHA
lT>fk - 0 . k-1 n (3.14)

Then using (3 11) ve obtain

*VV " Re3 s"



where Ses means residuum (the coefficient at t"1 In the forial
pover series and u*,u" are given by the formulas (3.13)). An
important observation Is that
^ Rea r"»{Aj*j;'

Thus (3.14) is the Euler-Legrange equation 5^»«0 for

with

T. - £<•* A^A)*,)* (315)

-Res ie(«)r«((l«J*">-1<*1>
3 - (l-J**)"1 <•£)*)

V, - Res s-^ic^d-^r'-c'd+j*")"1) • r jnst (3.16)

where e(A) - diag(C(Aj) C(An)) . All potentials appearing in

(3.16) are linear combinations of tvo basic families of
potentials which we get by expanding ( l ^ + T 1 and (l-^**)'1 in

powers of z. rrom (i+j*")"1 we get [2]

end fro» (l-^*)" 1 we get

IT1. in-2(*A"2*).

where lM-^(tA~'f). They are the Jacobi family of permutationally

symmetric potentials (found In [7]) which are separable in the
generalized elliptic coordinates .

For our method to work In the K0-flov case some adjustment are

necessary. The equations (2.12b) read now

and for m»0 M-l carry the following information
uk-uj. k-0 m-l (3 18a)

Uj-uJI. >c-m*l H-l (3.18b)

where u+ and u" are solutions of the equations
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Substituting • ' vith F~ given by

F" - r 1 V 2 li*k- lj-r8*,,**"1*!*-

we automatically take care of the constraint (*)-f0 and are

able to write a general solution ot (3.1?) in the lor» of
(3.18) with

„• - (••)-2{C\ je<i>[<»J>
a-2***2,M <3-l*>

u- - (F-)-2(c% *e(r)[ (F;) 2-2F-F^1 ) (3.19b)

Reanrk The choice c~— ilz*-**c^3zF~**c'^Az?-
H*. in (3.19b) is

compatible with the reduction u^—l.

Since

u , ^ * *Vk"" a U« + Rcs s""<Aku**1ku~>

and

^ Res «-»<Aju%lJu"> >

equation (2.12a)

• .. •uBxf
M*)H - 0 • k-1 n O -

(«f)=f0
takes the lagrangian form

^ <T. - V. - K
where

v B - -^es z-«[c
+(**r1+c"(rrli (3 21)

and u, is a Lagrange multiplier.
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Thus we proved that for r-0 the system (2.12) can be written as a
lagrangian system »lth constraints In N equivalent ways
corresponding to m-0 N-l. Tils equivalence is realized by
transformations Involving constants ox Integration c*.c" (see
(3.1) and [2) ror the description of the case r-1).

If C(A)-A* then equations (3.20) with m-s are particularly simple

•*« • " A • TT • °- *mi n

and the Lagrange Multiplier is given by

The last equality follows fro» the homogenity of [ (T~)mi-zt'J ] and

(•*)~l of orders 2 and -2 respectively.

The remaining case m-H is slightly different. The equation

gives
lyrnj. k-0 N-l

u* being the solution (3.19a) of J V - 0 . Since
u0X"kV .. •Ujf.iXk+u, • Res s""(u*Xj) - 1

(2.12a) takes the lagrangian form 6£ K -0 with £ R - T H - VK where

There are no constraints here but the system SLj, • 0 is

degenerate since

(•TT5-) - (•—') - (•A-'%(A)*S)- jRes z-^!(8)*J - 0 (3 22)

In appendix 2 we study this formulation of the Neumann system
and compare it with the Hoser's description [3].
All the potentials appearing in (3.21) are linear combinations
of two basic families of potentials which we get by expanding
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(•*)"' and ( F T 1 in powers of e. They coincide with the
Neumann family of integrable potentials [7] (see Appendix 1)
and. therefore, describe coapletely integrable systems

^.Coupled Horry-Dym hierarchy
The coupled HD hierarchy corresponds to U Q — a 2 reduction

of (2.1). We ahall present here particular solutions for N-1.2
and then give general formulas
4.1. Examples

H-l.t-1. 0-th flow restriction: K0»Bo(W)"Bj (••)•()

where Bj—Jj—Ujd-jUj,,. B^a3-»*. The equation OB0(4A+) gives
2 and

^t -}»i (•M)"l-|ta(Wl (4. la)

Note that here in the restriction (2.12b) Bo goes with the

square »igenfunctions •(,)-($Ai) and. consistently. B, goes

with *(0) in order to render the restricted flow (4.1a) with a

potential. The other condition 0-B1(M)«(^d
3-a2d)(H) gives

2<*xs*+stx>~*2<M)-Vo-const and after elimination of u, the

restricted flov (2.12a) reads

-éÄ»2(*A*)-
1[E(4.å)|,w1)-»0|AT*»1(«A»)-

2At-a2é (4. lb)

where £(•.*„.», >-^t ) lW*
A*>' l- a 2<*>l is an integral of

motion for (4.1a). Clearly equations (4.1b) are equivalent to
(4 la) if •<*.«,.«,)-«,

y»2.t» 1. Equations of this hierarchy have 3 compatible
haniltonian structures

t -J2

where
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0-th flow restriction: reads ( O ) " K 0 B B 0 * ( J ) B B I * ( 0 ) - B 3 * ( - 1 )

where •(k)-(tA*4.tA
k*1+)t. t Mana transposition. The condition

é(»i(^>»h<^><^>ät<^)l <4 2a>

Wj.w2 are constants, vhile the *'o"
B2*(-i) Yields

z^-const and

O - ^ u ^ z ^ W ) - 2 ^ 2 * . £(*„••»•,,)-a2 (*)-tc-const (4.2b)

which is equivalent to (4.2a).

4.2.General solution for cHD hierarchy
Haailtonian structures of cHD hierarchies differ fro* those of
cJtdV hierarchies only through their Jo and Ja entries which
correspond to different reductions Ug—a8 and u,--1 of the

linear problem (2.1)."mus the solution method for the Harry Dy»
version of (2.12) with r-0 is analogous to the cXdV case and we
just introduce the necessary notation and give the final
formulas.
Let

jj %*% (4.3a)

G* - g* ! Pj^ . pj - tX'^A"?•. (4.3b)
kal

where g i s the general solution of
Jo9 • fcoBm-rffc ' 0 « 3c)

Since Kg-0 the (2.12b) reads

(notice the change of convention) and for m-1 N is explicitly
solvable

Ufc-uJ. X-i »-1

iVUfc*. k-»*l N

J0(**)-0 (which implies

where u" - ( * - ) - 2 { c % J ^

u* - (©»rafc**^*)!^) 9--**^!) (4.4b)
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Bemärk The choice

tt^-are»,) <« 5>

ensures compatibility of (4.4b) with the HD reduction tig—a2. The

eight hand side of (4.5) is a first integral of (4.3c)

The restricted flows (2.12) takes the Lagrangian fora SLm . 0,

*»1 M where

£ . - T . - ' . J
T. - fa
V.- -^Jes tf*-l[c*(G*)-l*c"(*TM

and u, is a Lagrange multiplier.

The case wd is analogous to *-H in the cKdV reduction. It is
described by

Ufc-ujj. k-1 N

and

Vo -
There are no constraints here but if eo»O the Lagrangian (4.9)

is degenerate:

The case «0-0 is distiguished since it corresponds to the
degenerate t o » of (4.3c) with g-g0-const while co«l leads to

g - go+wle
2%ll*¥2e"2*1C' M °

g <• go+vtx*v2x
2 . a«0

where WJ.WJ are additional arbitrary constants.
The basic potentials obtained fro» (G*)"1 and (¥~)~l coincide
again with the Neuaann family (at least for to»O when g>g0). It is
not a surprise since

*'(s.A) - s-l»*(z-|.A~l)
G*(r.A) - 8-|F"(t-|,A"1) tor g-go-to
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The case of K,-flow of the cRD hierarchy is the most complicated

one. The Kj can be written as

or in terms of the formal power series

u* . s

Thus the equation

h " M(l-I)
leads to

Ufc-uJ, k-0 H-l

where u" is given by (1.4b) and g satisfies Jjff-0 Analogously

is solved by
Uj,-uJ, k-0

u,,-uj|. k-a M <4.7)

where u*,u" are given by <4.*a,b) with *" substituted by

G" • -g* 2 9& . Pi - l+r^^i^AJI*.
kal

gejaj& The solution (1.7) automatically leads to Ug—a 3 and

(provided cj is choosen as in (4.5)).

The restricted flow (2.12) takes the following aultllagranglan
font

6(T. - V , ) - 0 , a-1 M

V,- -^Res r*-1[e*<6f>"1*c-«T)-1]

Remark The equation Kt>Bot(t) can not be solved explicitely and

the Kt restricted flow of the cHD hierarchy possesses N

equivalent Lagrangian formulations only. In all previous cases

we had H+l such formulations tor N-component systems.
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5.Conclusions
fe have studied here restricted f lows (2.12) of cKdV and

cHD hierarchies which coae fro» the energy dependent
Schrödinger spectral problea (2.1).
There is a »altitude of restricted flows which depend on the
choise of vector field K, and haailtonian structure BB in

(2.12b). fe have deterained here these restricted flows for
which the restriction (2.12b) is explicitelv solvable for u in
tens of •. Restricted flows of two first vector fields K,.Kt

has been detenined in coaplete generality (for arbitrary
nuaber of fields u,) and have been identified with known

potential Newton equations. These potentials are the Jacobi and
Neumann families of potentials separable in generalized
elliptic and spherical-conical systeas of coordinates
correspondingly. Our results establish a close link between
restricted (stationary) flows of the energy dependent
Schrödinger spectral problea and the classical separability
theory of the Haailton-Jacobi equation.

Due to the aultihaailtonian nature of cKdV and cHD
hierarchies there are many equivalent foras of the restrictions
(2.12b). These provide several foraulations for the restricted
flows and In a quite natural way lead to finite diaensional
bihaailtonian systeas. This is of great interest since the
bihaailtonian toraulation for finite diaensional integrable
systeas has*t been developed yet These questions has been
disscussed in [1.2). The results of this paper provide a lot of
new aaterial for such studies. Ve only discuss here in appendix
2 a new lagrangian and haailtonian foraulation of the Heuaann
systea which is equivalent (in an extended phase space) to the
Noser's foraulation [3).

Recently Zeng and Li published a paper [10] where restricted
flows of energy dependent Schrödinger spectral problea have
been studied by the use of somewhat different aethod [11].
Their results correspond to part of the results of section 3.2
when e-1. r-1
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Appendix I: The Neumann family or symmetric potentials
The spherical-conical coordinates ?j 5&-1-1 are defined

by the rational equation

whste Cka^ . <a,, and qt q^ are the cartesian coordinates.

The general fora of a potential separable in spherical-conical
coordinates ?i- .Ŝ -i-fl la given by in the St&ckel theorem

[8] but tor physical applications more important is the fora of
separable potentials expressed in tens or cartesian coordintes
q, q̂ . A general separable potential can not be expressed

expllcitely through the cartesian coordinates because high
order algebraic equations have to be solved. A speti«l class
of permutatlonally symmetric potentials separable in spherical-
conical coordinates, for vhlch an explicit cartesian
expressions exist, has been found In [7]. These potentials are
called Neumann potentials because they remain separable when
constrained to • sphere and one of them is the Neumann harmonic
potential.
The cartesian form of the complete set of commuting integrals
of motion is the key to the characterisation of the Neuman
potentials. It has been proved in [7,9] that a natural
hamiltonian is separable in the spherical-conical coordinates
if and only if It has n-1 global functionally Independent and
commuting integrals of motion of the form

a

S ^ T i i i i-i. n-l

i* J

where ltj - q4Pj - q ^ , 1, j-i n (Al)
These integrals are quadratic in momenta, and ̂ (q) are such
functions of ^(^x % ) which guarantee commutativlty of Xt
Neumann potentials follow from

Propoaition: Let

K^Cq.p) -Pi(q.P) • k ^ C q ) • 1-1 n , (A2)
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m-1,2 be a sequence of n-tuples of functions defined
recursively by

'"V (A3a)

Then r(*^ commute tor all m-1.2 Horeover the recursion

relation (A3a) can be inverted

""" i) for m—1.-2....

- lq). A-diag (04.... ,0^) (A3b)

and integrals K ^ commute for m-0.-l.-2

Only n-1 integrals of the type (A2) are independent since

I,*,.. +I(")»0 However functions k("' are rational homogeneous

functions of degree 2m and nev functions k(*)»q~2"k(') are of

degree 0. Nev integrals K(")-Pi(q.p)+k
(*> also commute and

moreover commute with (qp)-qtPi+ - •<WV
 >rhe hamiltonian

H(q.p)- iq"al 2 t^ * (qp)2l - |(PP> • ̂q"

has the natural kinetic energy term and the homogeneous of
degree -2 potential

Notice that it we add to Y^") any spherically symmetric function

fCq2) then the new potential has the same integrals f(*) and

remains completely integrable. Recursion relations (A3a.b) define

through (A4) two separate families of integrable potentials.

Potentials of the upward family read:
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The first potential, when constrained to a sphere q^const. gives
the veil known Neumann system. The first few potentials of the
downward family are:

3

<qA-lq)2'

The spherically symmetric term q"2 in the second potential is
unessential since all integrable potentials of the Neumann
family are determined modulo the additive term f (q2).

Appendix 2: Lagrangian formulation and ham 11 ton I an
structure of the Neumann system
Laqranqian formulation

The restriction O-B^tA"1*) leads to the 2-nd form (3.3) of

the Neumann system. It is generated by the lagrangian (3.4).
For the proper identification of the forms (3.1) and (3.3) we
have to extend the phase space of variables •, +x by the
integration constants c0 and d0 correspondingly. Then the
standard form of the Neumann system reads

0 - • „ • [*JJ* •*••*- AJ*. »0,-0,

(A5)

For the 2-nd formulation ve note first that by multiplying
(3.3) by •XA-

1. TA'
1 and + we get

0 = -2[i(T.*x.d0)+^) hence (••) is also an integral (A6b)
1 (tt) (»A»)

The expression E is the energy integral of (3.3). The equation
(A6b) is a first order constraint satisfied by all solutions of
(3. 3) and it implies that M is also an integral of motion of
(3.3) The equation (A6c) is satisfied identically by solutions
of (3.3) and (3.1). Ve shall write the system (3.3) as
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0 (A7)

To see the equivalence of (A7) vith (AS) ve rewrite (A7) in the
ton

1 2E t» >

where the last equality follows froa the equation of

constraints E*(*)=0 and its 2-nd derivative (•*xx

Thus every solution of the system <A7) with a fixed value of
the constant d0 fulfills also the Hermann system (A5) vith

co"(••)"- £(+.+,.d0) since E is an integral of motion for (A7).

Conversely the lag rang ian system (A7) has a unique solution of
the initial value problem 4(0).+x(0) and for any trajectory of
the Neumann system (A6) staying on (t+)~c0 we can determine the

value of d0 (from £(+.+,,do)«-co) so that the corresponding

solution of (A7) with fixed «(0).+)((0) coincides with the

starting solution of the Neumann system (AB)

Hamiltonian structure

For a constrained system, like the Neumann system, there
may exist many hamiltonian formulations which lead to the same
equations on the manifold of constraints. Amoung these the most
interesting are such which can be used to prove complete
inteqrability of the constrained system.

The problem of finding a hamiltonian formulation for the
Neumann system is that there is no direct lagrangian
formulation and the corresponding Legendré transformation. An
alternative source for guessing an appropriate hamiltonian is
the separability of the Neumann system in spherical-conical
coordinates and the corresponding set of commuting integrals of
motion
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n

These integrals has been used by Hoser [3] to construct the

integrable hamiltonian

% - |((PP)(qq>-(qp)2-(qAq)) - ilhh

where q-(q, q^). p-(pt pn) and pp-Pj
2+... *pa

2. It yields
the Neumann system on the surface of constraints Fj«(qq)-l«O,

remains integrable on this surface.

In order to see hov the Noser's haailtonian description of the
Neumann system follovs from the lagrangian (3.4) we have to use
the parameter dependent bamlltonian

constrained to Fl»(qq)-c0»0. F2-(qp)»0. Then the requirement of
invariance of the constraints Fj.r2 under the modified
hamiltonian ^Htj+jijF,+^2:

0 - Ft - (F,,H*>

0 - F2 = {F2.H*} on r!-O-F2

leads to the hamiltonian

which (accidentally) commutes with Tl. T2 everywhere (not only

on Fj=0»F2). The Hamilton equations of H* on thi manifold

Fj=O=F2 are

qx - P

P« = Aq - 7i(pp)+(qAq)]q (A6)
0̂

1 (aaHDD) o(ii) (na)
They give 0-qxx> ^ t

< q q ^ P P ? • - ^ j p - " j H q -Aq which.

after using Fj-0"F2, coincides with the Neumann system on the
sphere (qq)=c0.
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A second hamiltonian formulation for the Neumann system follows
fro» the Lagranglan (3.1) which generates the Legendré
transformation

The corresponding hamiltonian reads

H » (p*,) - £ - |(pAp) - |(qq) - . '
(qA"'q)

This Legendr6 transformation is degenerate (compare (3.41)):

Gi»(pq)«O which means that we have a constraint system with the

primary constraint Gj-O. In order to determine the complete

manifold of constraints and the modified hamiltonian H*»H+j»G,

«e apply the Dirac theory [12]. The requirement

0 - (G,.H) - (G,.H*) - 2H • 2(qq) - 2GJ
defines Gj and subsequently

0 - {Gj.B*) - 2(pAq) • M(-2H)

determines ji. Jence

f
since S>-(qq) on the constraints. Thus on the constraints

we get equations

These equations imply (A8) if

pAqq - q . p - Ap - ~zr q. c0—H(q.p.d0)
qq

since from Gj-0 ve have H--(qq).
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